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Abstract
The scotopic to photopic transition was tested in adults and 12-week-old infants using a large field motion nulling technique
at a series of luminances between 3.57 and 2.70 log cd m2. The stimuli were composed of 0.25 cyc deg1, 5.6 Hz blue:black
and yellow:black sinusoidal grating components, superimposed and moving in opposite directions. The contrasts of the two
components were traded off to determine motion nulls at each luminance level. An eye movement based response measure was
used for infant subjects, whereas self-report was used in adults. In both age groups, the motion null values approached a scotopic
asymptote consistent with V %(l) at the lowest luminance levels, and a photopic asymptote consistent with V10(l) at the highest
luminance levels. The scotopic to photopic transition was gradual and occurred over about 3 log units between about 2 and
1 log cd m2 in both groups. The null values for infants and adults were highly similar at each luminance level, and the shapes
of the transition curves were virtually identical at the two ages. These data suggest that at each different luminance level, the
balance between rod-initiated and cone-initiated signals in the extrafoveal luminance channel is similar or identical in 12-week-old
infants and adults. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The human eye changes its sensitivity to process
scenes under a wide range of illuminations. One of the
most fundamental mechanisms for handling variations
in illumination is the presence of two different kinds of
photoreceptors, rods and cones. The differential activa-
tion of rods and cones results in the three well known
ranges of vision, scotopic vision, in which rods function
alone at low light levels; photopic vision, in which
cones function alone at high light levels; and mesopic
vision, in which both rods and cones function together
at intermediate light levels. The primary purpose of this
paper is to explore the transition from scotopic to
photopic vision with large field motion photometry in
infant subjects, and to compare it to the same transition
in adults.
1.1. Adult mesopic 6ision
In adults, scotopic vision is marked by a spectral
efficiency function that corresponds to the CIE scotopic
spectral efficiency curve V %(l). Photopic vision is more
complex, and different methods of measurement yield
different spectral efficiency curves. A range of tech-
niques including heterochromatic flicker photometry
(HFP), minimally distinct border judgments (MDB)
and motion photometry all yield spectral luminosity
functions closely resembling V(l), the spectral lumi-
nous efficiency function of the CIE standard observer.
All three of these techniques also display additivity.
These techniques stand in contrast to techniques of
heterochromatic brightness matching (HBM), in which
broader spectral curves are found, and in which match
values are typically non-additive (for reviews see Poko-
rny, Smith, Verriest, & Pinckers, 1979; Lennie, Poko-
rny, & Smith, 1993).
In the transitional or mesopic range, in which both
rods and cones are active, spectral efficiency curves
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shift from being consistent with V %(l) to being consis-
tent with CIE V(l), V10(l), or other measures of pho-
topic spectral efficiency. The mesopic range, which is
usually studied with 10° test fields and heterochromatic
brightness matching, is generally considered to extend
over about 4 log units, from about 3 to about 1 log
cd m2 (Wyzecki & Stiles, 1982). However, the transi-
tion is complex and labile, and the shapes of transi-
tional spectral efficiency curves are affected by many
factors including the method of measurement, spa-
tiotemporal parameters, field size, retinal location, and
the wavelength composition of the stimuli (e.g. Kinney,
1964; Palmer, 1966, 1967, 1968; Ikeda & Shimozono,
1978; Vienot & Chiron, 1992; Wyzecki & Stiles, 1982).
In a recent and exemplary study, Vienot and Chiron
(1992) directly compared the results of flicker photome-
try and heterochromatic brightness matching through-
out the full mesopic range. In their study, 10° test fields
were used for both methods, and test wavelengths of
445, 560, and 630 nm were compared with 3780 or 3850
K white. The subject was allowed to adjust the flicker
rate in the flicker measurements. Vienot and Chiron
found that heterochromatic brightness matching pro-
duces a very gradual scotopic to photopic transition.
The mesopic range covered over 2.5 log units for
short-wavelength lights and 4 log units or more for
long-wavelength lights, in agreement with the previous
literature. In contrast, flicker photometry produced a
much more abrupt transition, covering 1 log unit or
less. In some cases the transition was even discontinu-
ous, with the flicker match jumping from a nearly
scotopic to a nearly photopic value at a single mesopic
luminance as the subject changed the flicker rate from
low to high. The sharp transition or discontinuity oc-
curred in the middle of the mesopic range defined by
heterochromatic brightness matching.
In classical psychophysical theory, the signals from
the photoreceptors are presumed to be recombined to
yield three postreceptoral channels — a luminance
channel and two chromatic channels (Jameson & Hur-
vich, 1955; Boynton, 1979; Krauskopf, Williams, &
Heeley, 1982). The signal in the foveal luminance chan-
nel is believed to be formed from a weighted linear sum
of inputs from L- and M-cone-initiated signals.
Mesopic and extrafoveal spectral efficiency functions
have been modeled with various combinations of sco-
topic and photopic inputs, with weights that vary with
the luminance level (e.g. Palmer, 1967, 1968; Ikeda &
Shimozono, 1981; Yaguchi & Ikeda, 1984; Sagawa &
Takeichi, 1986).
In physiological terms, the postreceptoral channels
are believed to be formed within the retina (Boynton,
1979; Dacey & Lee, 1994). L- and M-cone-initiated
signals are combined at the horizontal and cone bipolar
cells, whereas rod-initiated signals are processed largely
by the rod bipolars. Thus, early light adaptation pro-
cesses can proceed at least partially independently in
rod versus cone pathways. At the next stage of process-
ing, rod bipolar signals combine with cone-initiated
signals via a rod bipolar:AII amacrine:cone bipolar
circuit. As a consequence many ganglion cells receive
major inputs from both rods and cones.
Although the fit of psychophysics with physiology is
not yet perfect, it is likely that the diffuse bipolars and
the parasol ganglion cells provide the earliest neural
instantiation of a luminance channel receiving L, M
and rod input. The balance of rod and cone inputs
presumably trades off, from rod-dominated at very low
light levels to cone-dominated at very high light levels,
with a continuously varying balance in between. In the
present paper, we ask whether this balance is the same
in infants and adults, at each different light level across
the scotopic to photopic transition.
1.2. Scotopic, mesopic, and photopic 6ision in infants
The term Purkinje shift is classically used to define
the change in the apparent brightnesses of short- versus
long-wavelength lights at dawn or dusk, brought about
by the shift between scotopic and photopic vision
(Pokorny et al., 1979). In two early studies of infant
spectral sensitivity, Peiper (1926) and Trincker and
Trincker (1955) used the ‘eye-on-the-neck reflex’ —
probably a startle response — to measure spectral
sensitivity in newborn infants under photopic and sco-
topic conditions. Although the stimuli are not well
defined by modern standards, the data nonetheless
clearly demonstrate a Purkinje shift. These early studies
suggested that both scotopic and photopic mechanisms
are functional in young infants.
In a more modern study of scotopic spectral sensitiv-
ity, Powers, Schneck, and Teller (1981) used forced-
choice preferential looking (FPL) to measure the dark
adapted infant’s sensitivity to spectral lights between
410 and 649 nm. With respect to adult absolute
thresholds, infant absolute thresholds were elevated by
about 1.7 log units in 1-month-olds and 1 log unit in
3-month-olds. Spectral sensitivity in 1- and 3-month
olds matched the CIE scotopic luminosity function at
all wavelengths longer than 430 nm, with suggestions of
increased sensitivity at the shortest wavelengths. When
VEP techniques are used, similar but smaller elevations
of absolute thresholds are found (Hansen & Fulton,
1993). Werner (1982) showed good agreement between
V %(l) and the infant’s spectral efficiency curve in the
mid-wavelength region. Infants’ sensitivities were
clearly elevated at the shortest and longest wavelengths.
These elevations are attributed to a reduced lens density
in infants, and the intrusion of L-cone-initiated signals,
respectively (Werner, 1982; Hansen, & Fulton, 1993).
These results clearly establish the presence of a func-
tional scotopic mechanism in very young infants.
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In the case of photopic spectral sensitivity, the earli-
est modern investigations were carried out with non-
standard techniques such as VEP implicit times
(Dobson, 1976) or increment thresholds on photopic
backgrounds (Peeples & Teller, 1978). The latter study
showed elevations of photopic increment thresholds by
about 1 log unit in 2-month-olds. Spectral sensitivities
varied across studies, but showed strong similarities in
curve shape between infants and adults tested under
similar conditions.
More recently, techniques more closely similar to
standard adult photometric methods have been devel-
oped for use with infants. Both eye-movement-based
variants of motion photometry (Maurer, Lewis, Ca-
vanagh, & Anstis, 1989; Teller & Lindsey, 1989) and a
VEP-based variant of flicker photometry (Bieber, Vol-
brecht, & Werner, 1995) have been used. To date, only
high mesopic and low photopic light levels, between
0.2 (Bieber et al., 1995) and 1.3 log cd m2 (Maurer
et al., 1989), have been tested. After corrections for
reduced density of the ocular media, these studies all
demonstrate strong similarity between infant and adult
data, and reasonable conformity to adult photopic
standards such as V(l) or V10(l). Thus, there can be
little doubt that infants have functional photopic as
well as scotopic luminance mechanisms at an early age.
The question then becomes, in infants, how do scotopic
and photopic signals combine in the mesopic range?
1.3. Models of the scotopic to photopic transition: the
rod dominance hypothesis
To date, there are no published studies of spectral
efficiency in which light level has been varied systemat-
ically in infants. However, an earlier study evoked the
speculation that the infant’s transition might differ
from the adult’s. Clavadetscher, Brown, Ankrum and
Teller (1988) studied chromatic discrimination in in-
fants using forced-choice preferential looking tech-
niques. The infants were tested with 8° test fields of
several different wavelengths, each systematically varied
in luminance, embedded in a 547 nm surround.
Whereas these wavelength differences yield striking per-
ceived color differences in adults, 3-week-old infants
consistently failed to make most of these discrimina-
tions at one or more test field luminance levels, and
7-week-olds often showed performance minima at simi-
lar luminance values.
Under the assumption that performance minima re-
veal nulls in the mechanism that mediates detection of
the test stimuli, the infants’ performance minima were
used to generate a spectral sensitivity curve. Unexpect-
edly both the infants’ performance minima and the
heterochromatic brightness matches made in situ by
adult subjects followed V %(l) rather than V(l) or a
standard photopic brightness matching curve, over the
short- to middle-wavelength range (cf. Gordon &
Abramov, 1977). This pattern of findings in infants —
chromatic discrimination failures in combination with a
V %(l)-like spectral sensitivity curve — could be mod-
eled solely on the basis of rod-initiated signals. These
results prompted Clavadetscher et al. (1988) and Brown
(1990) to speculate that infant vision might be more
rod-dominated than is adult vision in the adult mesopic
range.
A more general form of the rod dominance hypothe-
sis can be stated as follows. As reviewed above, infants’
thresholds for both rod and cone vision are elevated by
up to two log units above the corresponding adult
thresholds. Perhaps these elevations of threshold are
caused by an independent scaling down of both rod-
and cone-initiated signals in very early retinal process-
ing — perhaps even at the level of the photoreceptors
themselves. If so, then in the adult mesopic range
infants’ rod-initiated signals might already be well
above their detection threshold, whereas infants’ cone-
initiated signals might not yet be of usable magnitude.
In that case, all visual functions that are influenced by
both rod- and cone-initiated signals might show dimin-
ished cone inputs in the adult mesopic range. Most
importantly for the present purposes, in the adult
mesopic range infants’ luminance mechanisms could be
dominated by rod-initiated signals, and the transition
from scotopic to mesopic vision seen with photometric
techniques could occur at higher luminance levels in
infants than in adults.
Alternatively, it is possible that much or all of the
diminution of visual signals revealed by infants’ ele-
vated thresholds occurs relatively late in visual process-
ing — after the initial formation of the luminance
channel — and that within the early retina both rod-
and cone-initiated signals are relatively and equally
mature. This perspective is supported by the anatomical
data of Hendrickson and Drucker (1992), who showed
that outside the fovea the outer segment lengths of both
rods and cones are about 1:3 those of adults. From this
perspective it seems possible that rod-initiated and
cone-initiated signals might maintain an adult like bal-
ance in the infant’s luminance channel.
In the present report, we test these two alternative
hypotheses by determining motion nulls throughout the
mesopic range in both infant and adult subjects.
1.4. Motion nulling
Several paradigms for motion photometry, including
motion minimization (Moreland, 1982; Teller & Lind-
sey, 1993) and various forms of motion nulling (Gre-
gory, 1974; Anstis & Cavanagh, 1983; Cavanagh,
MacLeod, & Anstis, 1987; Maurer et al., 1989; Teller &
Lindsey, 1989) have been developed. In motion mini-
mization a subject views a moving heterochromatic
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pattern (such as a red:green grating) and adjusts the
relative luminances of the two chromatic components
until a perceived motion minimum occurs. The motion
minimum defines equal effective luminances for the two
pattern elements. Similarly, in motion nulling a subject
views two superimposed but oppositely moving isochro-
matic components (such as a red:black and a green:
black grating), and adjusts the luminances or contrasts
of one or both of the components until a perceived
motion null occurs. The motion null defines equal
effective luminances or contrasts of the two
components.
The present experiments are based most directly on
the variant of motion nulling developed by Teller and
Lindsey (1989). In their study, the subject viewed two
very large, superimposed isochromatic grating compo-
nents of different chromaticities set to equal space-aver-
age luminance according to V(l), moving continuously
in opposite directions. The contrast of one of the com-
ponents was varied, and the subject reported the per-
ceived direction of motion of the compound stimulus.
The pair of contrasts at which the subject reports that
each component dominates the direction of motion on
50% of the trials indicates the motion null.
A theoretical treatment of their variant of motion
nulling is provided by Cavanagh et al. (1987), and
Teller and Lindsey (1989). The essence of the model is
that only a single mechanism — the luminance mecha-
nism — enters into determining the perceived direction
of motion of the compound stimulus. The motion null
reveals two stimuli that create equal and opposite mo-
tion signals in a channel whose input is dominated by
the luminance mechanism. These two signals cancel,
yielding no net motion signal at the motion null. Since
the test fields are large, the subject’s eye movements are
largely controlled by peripheral vision. Thus the motion
null is in all probability dominated by peripheral retina,
and influenced by both rod-initiated and cone-initiated
signals at all but the highest light levels.
1.5. Use of motion nulling in infant subjects
Two features of motion nulling make it an attractive
tool for studying spectral luminous efficiency in infants.
The first concerns the response measure. Large fields of
moving stimuli elicit optokinetic nystagmus-like (OKN-
like) eye movements in infants from birth onward (cf.
Hainline, de Bie, Abramov, & Camenzuli, 1987; Pre-
ston & Finocchio, 1993). The slow phase of the eye
movements follows the direction of motion of the stim-
ulus, and the quick phase returns the eyes in the
opposite direction.
OKN-like eye movements are also elicited by the
stimuli typically used in motion nulling experiments.
Moreover, in the motion nulling context, in adult sub-
jects there is excellent agreement between the subject’s
self-report of the perceived direction of motion and an
observer’s report of the direction of the slow phase of
the subject’s eye movements (e.g. Teller & Lindsey,
1989; Teller, Brooks, & Palmer, 1997); and the percep-
tual motion null coincides well with the point at which
the slow phase of the eye movements is judged to
follow each component on about half the trials. To date
infant photopic spectral efficiency has been studied
successfully using eye movement-based motion nulling
techniques in three different laboratories (Maurer et al.,
1989; Teller & Lindsey, 1989; Brown, Lindsey, Mc-
Sweeney, & Walters, 1995).
The second methodological advantage concerns
statistical power. Unlike two-alternative forced-choice
(2AFC) procedures such as forced-choice preferential
looking (FPL) (Teller, 1979), the psychometric func-
tions derived from motion nulling techniques span the
full range from 0 to 100%. Using Monte Carlo tech-
niques, McKee, Klein, and Teller (1985) showed that
for psychometric functions of this kind, with well-
placed stimuli, the S.E. of estimation of the null value is
about 1.5s:
N, where s is the S.D. of the underlying
cumulative normal curve used in the analysis. In con-
trast, for 2AFC procedures the standard error of esti-
mation of the threshold is approximately 3s:
N — a
factor of two larger. Thus, 2AFC procedures require
about four times as many trials as does motion nulling
to obtain an estimate of the location of the psychomet-
ric function with a fixed S.E. Since the most fundamen-
tal problem in infant vision research is obtaining
sufficient numbers of trials in the short time available,
motion nulling provides an obvious advantage over
FPL techniques.
1.6. Goals
The present study had three goals. First, the change
of spectral luminous efficiency across the scotopic to
photopic transition has never been explored with mo-
tion photometry in subjects of any age. We wished to
investigate the nature of this transition using motion
nulling techniques. It is of interest to know whether the
transition would be as gradual as measured with direct
brightness matching, or as abrupt as measured with
flicker photometry (Vienot & Chiron, 1992), or some-
where in between. Second, we wished to compare the
transition curves for infants and adults, with particular
interest in testing the rod dominance hypothesis
(Clavadetscher et al., 1988; Brown, 1990). An infant
scotopic to photopic transition curve that is shifted
toward higher luminances with respect to the adult
curve would provide evidence consistent with the rod
dominance hypothesis. In contrast, identical transition
curves for the two age groups would lead to rejection of
the rod dominance hypothesis, at least for the case of
spectral luminous efficiency defined by large field mo-
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tion photometry. And third, we wished to place
these data in the body of literature on the effects
of light levels on infant visual performance, and
discuss the theoretical implications of our data in this
context.
In pursuit of these goals, two experiments were
conducted on both adult and infant subjects.
Slightly different stimulus paradigms were used in the
two experiments. We call the two paradigms the
constant mean and maximum contrast designs, respec-
tively.
2. Experiment I: the constant-mean design experiment
I: methods
2.1. O6er6iew
In Experiment I, the constant-mean design was used.
In this design isochromatic yellow:black and blue:black
grating components were nulled against each other. At
a given luminance level, each component had a con-
stant space-average luminance and chromaticity. The
contrasts of the two components were traded off against
each other to find the motion null. In consequence, at a
fixed light level, the space average chromaticity and
scotopic and photopic luminances of the two compo-
nents are constant across variations of contrast. This
design avoids both differential chromatic adaptation
and differential adaptation of rods versus cones as the
contrast ratio is varied.
2.2. Subjects
2.2.1. Infants
Twelve-week-old infant subjects were recruited
from the Infant Subject Studies Pool at the Uni-
versity of Washington. All infants were born within 14
days of their due dates, and had no health problems or
family history of color blindness by parent’s
report. They were tested for two to five sessions within
the week of their 12-week birthday, between the
79th and 89th postnatal days. Informed consent was
obtained from the parents on the first day of testing.
Data sets were excluded if the infant produced
fewer than 75 trials during the test week, or did not
reach at least 80% correct on easy trials (see definition
below).
Thirty-one infants were tested in Experiment I. Data
sets from 27 infants were retained. Data from four
infants were excluded, one was a potential color blind
(due to an error of parent’s report) and three did not
complete the minimum number of trials. In the retained
data sets, the average number of trials per psychometric
function was 124, and the average performance on the
easy trials was 96%.
2.2.2. Adults
Adults with normal or corrected-to-normal vision
through untinted lenses were also tested. Six adults
between 20 and 28 years of age were tested in Experi-
ment I. All subjects had normal color vision by self-re-
port. Normal color vision was documented with
Ishihara plates in four of these subjects; the other two
were not tested.
2.3. Apparatus
The apparatus developed by Rasengane, Teller, and
Palmer (submitted) was used in the present study. The
light source was from a LCD projector (Model LCD 36
General Electric, NY), controlled by a Macintosh
Quadra 660 computer. The test display was a back-pro-
jection screen using a Fresnel lens and a holographic
diffuser (Physical Optic Corporation, CA). The diffuser
scattered light within a narrow cone with a half-height,
full width of 10°. The display extended 3819 cm and
was surrounded by a white cardboard surface. The
LCD display had a spatial resolution of 640480
pixels with a density of 13.8 pixels cm1. The temporal
resolution of this system was 67 Hz. The CIE (x, y)
coordinates for the three primaries with full activation
were red (0.65, 0.34), green (0.29, 0.70), and blue (0.14,
0.05).
The major advantage of the LCD system is that it
produces about two log units higher maximum lumi-
nance than does a standard video monitor. Neutral
density filters (Kodak Wratten filter c96) were used to
achieve the range of desired luminance levels. All filters
were calibrated in situ. The filters absorbed more short-
wavelength than middle- to long-wavelength light, and
the effect was large for high density filters. To compen-
sate for this spectral bias, we maximized the output
range of the blue primary and decreased the output
range of the red and green primaries at the LCD
projector.
A video camera located at the upper margin of the
display produced an image of the infant’s face on an
auxiliary monitor. This image was used by the adult
observer to position the infant and to judge the infant’s
eye movement pattern. Two low energy infrared lights
were placed at the left and right margins of the display.
These lights enhanced the image of the infant’s eyes on
the auxiliary monitor, and produced corneal reflections
that were useful in judging the infant’s eye movement
pattern.
The ambient light level in the experimental room was
reduced along with the stimulus luminance. When sub-
jects were tested at light levels below 0.59 log cd
m2, all lights in the room were off except for the
stimulus display and the auxiliary monitor. A tube-like
baffle extended from the auxiliary monitor to the ob-
server’s head position. A filter covered the observer’s
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end of the tube. As a consequence of these precautions,
the illumination on the stimulus display due to scat-
tered light was always less than 1% of the mean lumi-
nance of the display.
2.4. Stimuli
In Experiment I, seven luminance levels spanning
about 6 log units were tested: 3.57, 2.68, 1.48,
0.59, 0.54, 1.61, and 2.70 log cd m2. Adults were
tested at all luminances while infants were tested at all
but the two lowest luminances.
The stimulus components were isochromatic blue:
black and yellow:black sinusoidal gratings with a spa-
tial frequency of 0.25 cyc deg1 and a temporal
frequency of 5.6 Hz, moving in opposite directions
across the display screen. These spatial and temporal
frequencies were chosen because they fall near the
peaks of the infant’s spatial and temporal contrast
sensitivity functions (Atkinson, Braddick, & Moar,
1977; Banks & Salapatek, 1978; Dobkins, Lia, & Teller,
1997; Rasengane, Allen, & Manny, 1997). The stimulus
fully covered the test display, and subtended 2814° at
the viewing distance of 76 cm.
2.4.1. Contrast ratios
The contrast of each component grating is defined as
Michelson contrast. That is, the contrast of the yellow:
black grating component Cy (ImaxImin):(ImaxImin),
where Imax and Imin refer to the maximum and mini-
mum luminances of the yellow grating component con-
sidered alone; and similarly for the blue grating
component. In the constant mean design, the contrasts
of the two component gratings always sum to 1; that is,
CyCb1, or 100% in percentage terms.
The dependent variable measured in Experiment I is
the pair of contrasts of the two gratings needed for the
motion null; i.e. the contrast ratio. In order to avoid
very small numbers, contrast ratios will be multiplied





2.4.2. Choice of primaries
In preliminary experiments, the two stimulus compo-
nents were generated from the red and blue primaries
of the LCD projector. This choice combined with the
constant-mean design used in Experiment I resulted in
a predicted contrast ratio of 33 for photopic conditions
and 96 for scotopic conditions; that is, the red primary
was essentially ineffective under scotopic conditions.
These primaries were unworkable because the scotopic
null fell too near the end of the contrast ratio range, so
that full psychometric functions could not be measured
under near-scotopic conditions.
We solved this problem in the following way. The
blue primary of the LCD projector was used without
modification. A yellow ‘primary’ was formed from a
combination of the red and green video primaries. The
amounts of the red and green primaries were chosen
such that the predicted photopic match between the
yellow and blue primaries was a contrast ratio of 20
and the predicted scotopic match was a contrast ratio
of 80.
The blue primary had a maximum photopic lumi-
nance of 2.29 log cd m2, a maximum scotopic lumi-
nance of 3.49 log scotopic cd m2, and a CIE
chromaticity of (0.14, 0.05). The yellow stimulus com-
bined 84% of the maximum luminance of the red
primary with 32% of the maximum luminance of the
green primary. This combination had a maximum pho-
topic luminance of 2.89 log cd m2, a maximum sco-
topic luminance of 2.88 log scotopic cd m2, and a
CIE chromaticity of (0.51, 0.48). Note that the yellow
primary had about four times the photopic luminance
of the blue primary, whereas the blue primary had
about four times the scotopic luminance of the yellow
primary.
The stimuli used in Experiment I are shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 1. The top two rows of the figure show the
spatial profiles of the two grating components at three
different contrast ratios — 0, 50, and 100. The third
row shows the stimuli in a color space in which sco-
topic luminance is plotted against photopic luminance.
The available gamut of the display is shown by the
parallelogram, and the modulations of the component
stimuli are shown by the line segments with arrows.
The midpoint of the modulation, shown by a large dot,
represents the space average luminance. At a fixed
luminance level, the space average luminance is con-
stant across all contrast ratios for both scotopic and
photopic systems. Variations in the lengths of the line
segments schematize the tradeoff of contrasts between
the two components.
To calculate the true luminance and chromaticity of
the stimuli, one must also take into account the ‘black
level’ output of the video projector. In the absence of
neutral density filters the black level had a photopic
luminance of 1.28 log cd m2, a scotopic luminance of
1.62 log scotopic cd m2, and a CIE chromaticity of
(0.29, 0.35). Combining the black level with 50% of the
maximum light level from each primary gives the final
space average luminance and chromaticity of the com-
posite stimulus. The photopic space average luminance
was 2.70 log cd m2, the scotopic space average lumi-
nance was 3.29 log scotopic cd m2, and the mean CIE
chromaticity of the composite stimulus was (0.26, 0.18).
Neutral density filters reduced the luminance of the
black level along with the luminances of the primaries.
The easy stimulus was a desaturated blue–violet:
black grating with the same spatial and temporal fre-
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quencies as the test stimuli, moving either leftward or
rightward. It was modulated in luminance along the
mean chromaticity of (x, y) (0.26, 0.18) with 100%
contrast (ignoring the black level). The light blue–violet
tint resulted from the mean chromaticity of the display.
2.4.3. Limits on stimulus contrast in the constant mean
design
Up to this point, we have specified the contrast of
each component grating with respect to its own mean
luminance. By this convention, the maximum contrast
of each component is 100%. However, with respect to
the mean luminance of the compound stimulus, the
maximum contrast of each component is reduced. This
is so because when the contrast of one component is set
to 100% and the other is set to zero, the second
component remains present at its space-average lumi-
nance value, and lowers the contrast of the combined
stimulus.
In consequence, at the two lowest luminance levels
used with adults, the available stimulus contrasts were
not high enough to generate data in infant subjects.
Experiment II (below) was therefore designed in an
attempt to test infants at the lower luminance levels.
2.4.4. Pilot studies and choice of stimuli
Preliminary studies were carried out on both infants
and adults. For the adult pilot studies, the purpose was
to locate the adult’s approximate null value at each
luminance level, and to find an optimal stimulus set for
adults. The adult null value was also used as the
preliminary estimate of the infant’s null value. Based on
the pilot data, different stimulus ranges and step sizes
were chosen to give the best estimates of the location
and slope of each psychometric function.
For the infants tested in Experiment I, five contrast
ratios — 0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 — were used at
luminances of 1.61 and 2.70 log cd m2. At 0.54 log cd
m2, contrast ratios of 10, 25, 40, 55, and 70 were
used. At 0.59 log cd m2, contrast ratios of 0, 25,
50, 75, and 100 were used. Finally, at 1.48 log cd
m2, four contrast ratios — 25, 50, 75, and 100 —
were used. In this condition, the number of trials for
the stimulus with a contrast ratio of 100 was doubled to
help establish the highest point on the function.
For the adults, contrast ratios were finely spaced,
with steps of 1–5 contrast ratio units between the
stimuli, depending upon the space-average luminance
being tested. Stimulus range and spacing were chosen




Adult subjects were seated 76 cm in front of the
back-projection screen, and instructed to keep their
head positions fixed and center their gazes on the
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the constant-mean design used in Experiment I. Stimuli are shown for a fixed space average luminance level. Rows
1 and 2: the abscissa represents spatial position and the ordinate represents the luminance of the stimuli. The stimulus components were
isochromatic yellow:black (top row, solid lines) and blue:black (middle row, dashed lines) sinusoidal gratings, superimposed and moving in
opposite directions. The contrasts of the two components were assigned in a complementary fashion such that the sum of the percent contrast of
the two grating components was always 100. Row 3: Scotopic vs. photopic luminance plots for the stimuli shown in rows 1 and 2. The line
segments with arrowheads show the contrasts of the yellow:black and blue:black stimulus components in this space. The corners marked B and
Y represent the maximum luminances of the blue and yellow primaries, respectively. The large dots show the space average scotopic and photopic
luminances, each of which is invariant across all contrast ratios. The space average chromaticity is also invariant across all contrast ratios.
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screen. The subject initiated the trials and responded by
pressing the appropriate key on a keypad. On each trial
the subject made a forced-choice judgment of the per-
ceived direction of motion of the stimulus (leftward or
rightward). One hundred eighty trials per psychometric
function, yielding 30 trials per point, were obtained for
each adult psychometric function. Each adult was
tested at all luminance levels used in Experiment I.
2.5.2. Infants
Infant subjects were held by the observer in front of
the back-projection screen at a viewing distance of 76
cm. The observer was blind to the direction of motion
and the contrast ratios of the two grating components.
The observer triggered presentation of the stimuli when
the infant was judged to be attending to the screen. The
stimulus duration was unlimited, but in practice was
usually about 3–5 s. On each trial, the observer made a
forced-choice judgement of the predominant direction
of the slow phase of the infant’s eye movements. The
judging criteria included both the slow phase and the
short saccadic returns of the infant’s eye movements.
On the occasional trials on which no clear pattern of
eye movements was obtained, the observer could turn
the infant away from the display and back again. Trials
were terminated when the observer made a judgement.
Each infant was tested under only one luminance
condition.
2.5.3. Dark adaptation
When the luminance level was 1.48 log cd m2 or
less, subjects were dark adapted for about 20 min in the
presence of a red safety light that provided a luminance
of about 1 log cd m2 reflected from the walls. At
the end of the adaptation period, the observer tested
the infant with eight to ten easy trials, or more if
needed. This procedure was used to make sure that the
infant could detect the stimuli, and that the gratings
were above the infant’s direction-of-motion threshold.
The observer then initiated the experimental trials. For
luminances above 1.48 log cd m2, no dark adapta-
tion was used. Subjects adapted to the stimulus display
for 1–2 min before testing began. Adult subjects fol-
lowed the same dark adaptation protocols.
2.6. Data analysis
2.6.1. Psychometric functions
Responses were tabulated for agreement with the
direction of motion of the yellow:black grating compo-
nent. The term P(yellow), defined as the percentage of
judgments in which the slow phase of the infant’s eye
movements agreed with the direction of motion of the
yellow:black grating, will be used to describe the data.
Probit analysis was used to generate the best fit cumula-
tive normal curve for each psychometric function. The
contrast ratio required to produce P(yellow)0.5 was
taken as the motion null.
2.6.2. Transition cur6es
The scotopic to photopic transition curves had a
sigmoid shape. We described these curves using a com-
plement of the logistic function modified to have ad-
justable lower and upper asymptotes. The cumulative






3), m is the nominal mean or position
parameter and s is the nominal standard deviation or
width parameter. This equation was adapted as,
G(x) (ba)[1F(x)]a,
where a is the lower asymptote and b is the upper
asymptote. This four parameter function was fit using
least squares in a non-linear regression. The position
parameter specifies the horizontal position of the transi-
tion curve in units of log luminance; the width parame-
ter specifies the width (1:slope) of the function in units
of log luminance; and the two asymptotes are specified
in contrast ratio units.
In our main analysis, we fit both the infant and the
adult data with a common set of four parameters. A
small fixed difference in the asymptote parameters was
introduced to allow for differences in lens density (see
below). We then tested whether or not adding separate
parameters for infants and adults further improved the
fit. Such nested models can be compared using the
general linear test of common analysis of variance
(ANOVA) and regression models.
2.7. Predicted contrast ratios for photopic and scotopic
matches
Predicted null values based on V(l), V10(l), and
V %(l) were calculated for our stimuli, and were 20, 30,
and 80 contrast ratio units, respectively. These calcula-
tions incorporate a lens optical density of 1.45 at 400
nm, the standard adult value (van Norren & Vos,
1974). The optical density of lens pigmentation is less in
infants than in adults (Werner, 1982; Hansen & Fulton,
1993). Calculations of the effects of differences in lens
pigment density were made for the V %(l) and V10(l)
predictions, assuming infant lens densities of 1.054
(Werner, 1982) and 0.75 (Hansen & Fulton, 1989). The
resulting predicted contrast ratios were 81.1 and 81.9,
respectively, for V %(l) and 31.9 and 33.3, respectively,
for V10(l). Thus, for the video-based stimuli used here,
differences in lens pigmentation make only small differ-
ences in predicted null values.
Throughout this paper, the data are presented in
terms of luminance values. Since adult and infant eye
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Fig. 2. Psychometric functions for two representative adult subjects in Experiment I. The abscissa depicts the contrast ratio, 100 Cy:(CyCb), of
the test stimuli. The ordinate, P(yellow), depicts the percentage of the subject’s responses that coincide with the direction of motion of the
yellow:black grating. Different curves indicate different luminance levels ranging from 3.57 to 2.7 log cd m2, as shown by the legend at the
center. The three black arrows on the upper abscissa represent the null values predicted from V(l), V10(l), and V %(l) as labeled. The psychometric
functions shift toward lower contrast ratios as the luminance level increases.
sizes differ, one might argue that the data should be
converted to Troland (Td) values, separately for infants
and adults. We did not do this conversion for three
reasons. First, measurements of infant pupil size to date
are imprecise, and somewhat variable across studies.
Second, the relative contributions of scotopic and pho-
topic inputs to pupil size in infants have not been
sorted out. And third, since the infant’s pupillary aper-
ture and eye size are both smaller than those of adults,
the f-stops of infant and adult eyes are probably quite
similar, resulting in similar Td values for both ages.
3. Experiment I: results
3.1. Adult psychometric functions
Fig. 2 shows representative data from two adult
subjects from Experiment I. In Fig. 2, the abscissa
represents the contrast ratios of the test stimuli. The
ordinate, P(yellow), represents the percentage of the
subject’s responses that coincide with the direction of
motion of the yellow:black grating. The black arrows
on the upper abscissa from left to right show the
predicted null values based on V(l), V10(l), and V %(l),
respectively.
Psychometric functions are shown for seven different
luminance levels between 3.57 and 2.70 log cd m2.
As the luminance level increases, the psychometric
functions and the corresponding null values shift to-
ward lower contrast ratios. The psychometric functions
for the two lowest luminance levels (2.68 and 3.57
log cd m2) overlap near the V %(l) prediction. Simi-
larly, the psychometric functions for the two highest
luminance levels (2.70 and 1.61 log cd m2) overlap
near the V10(l) prediction. This pattern was clearly seen
in all adult subjects. The psychometric functions be-
come slightly shallower at the lowest luminances. The
group means of the adult null values from the lowest to
the highest luminance condition were 71.190.8, 71.69
0.7, 67.591.4, 57.391.2, 37.490.7, 30.090.5, and
29.790.7 contrast ratio units, respectively.
3.2. Infant psychometric functions
Fig. 3 shows the individual psychometric functions
for all infants from Experiment I, with the five panels
showing the five different luminance levels at which the
infants could be tested. As with adults, the null values
of the infant psychometric functions shift toward lower
contrast ratios as the luminance level increases. The
group means of the infants’ null values from the lowest
to the highest luminance condition tested were 71.79
1.1, 56.493.2, 39.291.9, 32.492.0, and 32.791.0
contrast ratio units, respectively. The infant psychomet-
ric functions are consistently shallower than those of
adults (cf. Teller & Lindsey, 1989 vs. Brown et al.,
1995).
3.3. Scotopic to photopic transition cur6es
The scotopic to photopic transition curves from Ex-
periment I are shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, the
abscissa indicates the luminance level. The ordinate
indicates the contrast ratios of the motion null values.
The horizontal lines at contrast ratio values of 20, 30,
and 80 on the ordinate indicate the null values pre-
dicted from V(l), V10(l), and V %(l), respectively. The
data points show the group means of the null values
from Experiment I. The solid and dashed curves are the
best fitting sigmoid functions with four parameters in
common for adults and infants. The small difference
between the two curves is due to the lens density
correction in infants.
Several findings can be seen in Fig. 4. As seen in
Figs. 2 and 3, as the luminance increases the mean null
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values decrease for both infants and adults. The adult
data show a distinctive scotopic asymptote slightly be-
low the V %(l) prediction when the space average lumi-
nance is at and below 1.48 log cd m2. Infants
reached very nearly the same value at 1.48 log cd
m2, the lowest level at which they could be tested in
Experiment I. Both data sets reach a photopic asymp-
tote near the V10(l) prediction when the space average
luminance is at and above 1.61 log cd m2.
These data suggest that the transition from scotopic
through mesopic to photopic vision is very similar in
both infants and adults. The overall shapes and slopes
of the transition curves are highly similar in both
groups.
The statistical analysis of the transition curves sup-
ports these impressions. The modified logistic functions
provided excellent fits to the data, with a R.M.S. error
of only 1.3 contrast ratio units. Allowing separate
position and width parameters for the two ages did not
improve the fit of the model. The best fit adult and
infant position parameters differed by only 0.0490.10
log cd m2 (F(1,7)0.7, P\0.1). Similarly, the best
fit width parameters differed by only 0.190.2 log cd
m2 (F(1,7)1.0, P\0.1). Thus, position differences
of 0.2 log unit or more and width differences of 0.4 log
unit or more can be rejected by the data.
4. Experiment II: maximum contrast method
experiment II: methods
4.1. O6er6iew
Using the constant-mean design of Experiment I, we
were able to make measurements of null values for
luminances down to 1.48 log cd m2 in infants.
However, at lower light levels these stimuli were insuffi-
cient to elicit consistent eye movements in infant sub-
jects, even at the maximum contrast of either stimulus
component, presumably because the stimuli fell below
the infant’s detection and:or direction-of-motion
thresholds.
To overcome this problem a maximum contrast de-
sign was devised for use in Experiment II. In this design
the stimuli were also a set of different combinations of
yellow:black and blue:black grating components. How-
ever, each component had a fixed contrast of 100%, and
the space a6erage luminances (and thereby the modula-
tion amplitudes) of the two components were traded off
to find the motion null. The disadvantage of this design
is that the space-average chromaticity, as well as the
space average photopic versus scotopic luminances, un-
avoidably varies across conditions (see details below).
The advantage is that the higher available contrasts
Fig. 3. Individual psychometric functions for the infants in Experiment I. Panels A–E show the five different luminance conditions from 1.48
to 2.7 log cd m2. Different symbols show data from different infants. Other conventions as in Fig. 2. The psychometric functions shift toward
lower contrast ratios as the luminance level increases.
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Fig. 4. Scotopic to photopic transition curves for infants and adults in
Experiment I. The abscissa indicates the space-average luminance of
the stimulus in log cd m2. The ordinate indicates the contrast ratio
needed for the motion null. The three solid horizontal lines represent
the predicted null values from V(l), V10(l), and V %(l) (20, 30, and 80
contrast ratio units, respectively). The null values gradually decrease
as the luminance increases in both infants (white squares) and adults
(black squares). Both groups reach a photopic asymptote near the
V10(l) prediction for luminance levels at and above 1.61 log cd m
2.
The adult curve shows a scotopic asymptote somewhat below the
V %(l) prediction for luminance levels at and below 1.48 log cd
m2, and infants show a similar value at 1.48 log cd m2. The
solid and dashed curves represent the best fit sigmoid curves for
adults and infants, respectively, as described in the text. In summary,
the mesopic transition is highly similar in infants and adults, and
occurs over about a 3 log unit range between about 2 and 1 log cd
m2.
tested at the three lowest luminance levels (3.57,
2.68, and 1.48 log cd m2) while infants were
tested at 2.68 and 1.48 log cd m2.
To increase the available range of contrasts, the
maximum-contrast design was used in Experiment II.
In this design each component was always modulated
at 100% with respect to its own space average lumi-
nance (ignoring the black level). The independent vari-
ables were the space-average luminances of the two
components, and the consequent variation of the ampli-
tudes of modulation of the two components. The space
average luminances of the two components were traded
off. That is, when the space average luminance of one
component was maximal, the space average luminance
of the other was zero, and vice versa.
4.3.1. Units
In Experiment II, stimuli are expressed in units of
amplitude ratios, the Ay:(AyAb) ratio, multiplied by
100 to avoid very small numbers. Like the contrast
ratio in Experiment I, the amplitude ratio in Experi-





The stimuli used in Experiment II are shown sche-
matically in Fig. 5. In parallel to Fig. 1, the top two
rows of the figure show the modulations of the two
stimulus components at amplitude ratios of 0, 50, and
100. The third row shows the stimuli in a space in
which scotopic luminance is plotted against
photopic luminance. The tradeoff of amplitudes be-
tween the two components is shown by variations in the
lengths of the line segments with arrows. The tradeoff
of scotopic and photopic luminance is illustrated by the
shifts in the mean scotopic and photopic luminance
values (indicated by the large dots) as the amplitude
ratio changes. The mean luminance values for
Experiment II are specified for the case of amplitude
ratio50.
4.3.2. Amplitude ratios
Adults were tested at amplitude ratios of 65, 75, 85,
and 95. Infants were tested at four amplitude ratios —
25, 50, 75, and 100 — with the number of trials for the
amplitude ratio of 100 doubled to help establish the
highest point on the function.
5. Experiment II: results
5.1. Adult psychometric functions
Fig. 6 shows representative data sets from two adult
subjects. In presentations of the data of Experiment II,
the abscissa depicts the amplitude ratio of the two
allowed us to measure motion nulls at low sco-
topic levels, down to 2.68 log cd m2 in infant
subjects.
4.2. Subjects
Eighteen infants were tested in Experiment 2. Data
sets from 12 infants were retained. Data from six
infants were excluded, one became ill; two did not
complete the minimum number of trials; and three did
not reach 80% accuracy on easy trials. In the retained
data sets, the average performance on the easy trials
was 87%.
Five adults between 24 and 31 years were tested in
Experiment II. All subjects had normal color vision.
Three of these were also tested in Experiment I; two
were new. Of the five, four were tested with Ishihara
plates and confirmed to be color-normal; the fifth was
unavailable for testing.
4.3. Stimuli
The apparatus and primaries in Experiment II were
identical to those used in Experiment I. As before, at
each luminance level the yellow primary had about four
times the photopic luminance of the blue primary,
whereas the blue primary had about four times the
scotopic luminance of the yellow primary. Adults were
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components of the test stimulus, 100 Ay:(AyAb). As
in Fig. 2, the ordinate, P(yellow), depicts the percent
age of the subject’s responses that coincide with the
direction of motion of the yellow:black grating
component.
For these three very low luminance levels, the psy-
chometric functions overlap and the corresponding null
values change very little with luminance. The group
means of the null values from the lowest to the highest
luminance level are 83.090.3, 83.690.5, and 81.79
0.6 amplitude ratio units. These mean values are
slightly higher than those of the corresponding condi-
tions in Experiment I, and fall slightly above the null
values predicted from V %(l).
5.2. Infant psychometric functions
Fig. 7 shows the individual psychometric functions
for all infants at the two luminances tested. As in the
adult data, the null values remain quite constant as the
luminance level increases from 2.68 to 1.48 log cd
m2. The group means of the infants’ null values were
78.292.9 and 78.791.3 amplitude ratio units, respec-
tively. As in the adult data, these group means were
slightly higher than those of the corresponding condi-
tions in Experiment I, and in this instance agree closely
with the V %(l) predictions. As in Experiment I, the
infants’ psychometric functions were markedly flatter
than those of adults.
Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of the maximum-contrast design used in Experiment II. Conventions as in Fig. 1. Rows 1 and 2: the stimulus
components were isochromatic yellow:black (top row, solid lines) and blue:black (middle row, dashed lines) sinusoidal gratings, superimposed and
moving in opposite directions. In this design, each component was always modulated at 100% with respect to its own space-average luminance.
The space-average luminances (and thus the amplitudes of modulation) of the two components were traded off, such that when the space-average
luminance of one component was 100%, the space-average luminance of the other was zero, and vice versa. Row 3: scotopic vs. photopic
luminance plots for the stimuli shown in rows 1 and 2. The line segments with arrows show the contrasts of the yellow:black and blue:black
stimulus components. In each case the large dot shows the space average scotopic and photopic luminances, which vary from one column to the
next. The space-average chromaticity also varies from one column to the next.
Fig. 6. Psychometric functions for two representative adults in Experiment II. The abscissa depicts the amplitude ratio, 100 Ay:(AyAb), of the
test stimuli. Other conventions as in Fig. 2. Data are shown for three low luminance levels: 3.57, 2.68, and 1.48 log cd m2. The adult
psychometric functions are highly similar at these three low luminance levels.
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Fig. 7. Individual psychometric functions for all infants tested in Experiment II. Conventions as in Fig. 6. Panels A and B show psychometric
functions for luminances of 2.68 and 1.48 log cd m2, respectively. Different symbols show data from different infants. As with the adults,
the infants’ psychometric functions are highly similar at these two low luminance levels.
5.3. Null 6alues
Fig. 8 summarizes the results of Experiments I and
II. The data and curves from Fig. 4 are repeated in Fig.
8. The group means of the data from Experiment II are
shown in the upper left corner. Amplitude ratio units
are provided on the right-hand ordinate. In Experiment
II both infant and adult data sets are quite flat and
close to the predicted scotopic asymptote. The null
values of both infants and adults in Experiment II are
slightly higher than the null values for the same lumi-
nance levels from Experiment I.
5.3.1. Statistical analysis
For the two luminances at which both groups were
tested, the mean amplitude ratios of adults and infants
were 82.7 and 78.5, respectively. The mean difference of
4.2 amplitude ratio units was reliable (F(1,16)6.6,
PB0.05). The main effect of luminance was small or
non-existent with a difference of only 0.7 amplitude
ratio units (F(1,16)0.2, P\0.1). There was also little
sign of a reliable interaction (difference of differences
2.5 amplitude ratio units, F(1,16)0.5, P\0.1). Thus,
the only reliable difference between infants and adults
was in the mean null values, with the adults falling
slightly above the predictions from V %(l) and the in-
fants falling very near these predicted values.
6. Discussion
These experiments can be summarized in two main
findings. First, for both infants and adults, the scotopic
to photopic transition curve extends over about a three
log unit range, from about 2 to about 1 log cd m2.
And second, the transition curves for infants and adults
are virtually identical in both position and width.
Four topics are treated in Section 6. First, we address
the fact that the scotopic and photopic asymptotes of
the transition curves do not quite fit the predictions
from V %(l) and V(l). Second, we compare the transi-
tion curves seen here with motion photometry to the
transition curves seen in adults by others with other
photometric techniques. Third, we attempt to reconcile
the present data with the data of Clavadetscher et al.
(1988) and with the rod dominance hypothesis. And
finally, we present a brief review of earlier studies of the
effects of light levels on other visual functions in in-
fants, and discuss the implications of the similarity of
scotopic to photopic transition curves between infants
and adults in this context.
6.1. Photopic and scotopic asymptotes
Combining the data across experiments, both infant
and adult transition curves show upper asymptotes near
the V %(l) prediction and lower asymptotes near the
V10(l) prediction. Neither asymptote corresponds ex-
actly to the V %(l) or V(l) predictions. This outcome
has been reported previously (e.g. Palmer, 1967), espe-
Fig. 8. Summary of scotopic to photopic transition curves for infants
and adults in Experiments I and II. The left ordinate indicates the
contrast ratios from Experiment I, and refers to the squares and
smooth curves replotted from Fig. 4. The right ordinate indicates the
amplitude ratios from Experiment II, and refers to the circles plotted
at the top left (adults: black circles; infants: white circles). In Experi-
ment II, both groups show a scotopic asymptote near V %(l).
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cially for either short-wavelength or long-wavelength
stimuli. In the literature on mesopic vision, a failure to
reach the V(l) prediction at high light levels is usually
attributed to the intrusion of rods, and a failure to
reach the V %(l) prediction at very low light levels is
usually attributed to the intrusion of cones.
6.1.1. Photopic asymptote
The photopic (lower) asymptote observed in Experi-
ment I occurred at a contrast ratio of about 30 for
adults and about 32 for infants. At high light levels the
failure to reach the value of 20 predicted from V(l) is
probably caused by our use of large test fields that
provide extensive stimulation of peripheral retina. For
such stimuli, macular pigment is largely absent, cone
pigment densities are reduced, and rods remain active
and continue to contribute to photopic measurements
even at rather high luminances. All of these effects
contribute to making V10(l) predict a higher null value
than does V(l). The observed null values for adults
come close to the V10(l) prediction. Moreover, the
observed values for infants are slightly higher, consis-
tent with the predictions made by correcting the adult
V10(l) values for the reduced lens optical density in the
infant eye.
6.1.2. Scotopic asymptote
The data of Fig. 8 show slight variations in the
scotopic (upper) asymptote values: approximately 71
for adults in Experiment I, 78 for infants in Experiment
II, and 83 for adults in Experiment II. These variations
are probably caused by subtle variations in the sets of
stimuli used between Experiments I and II and between
infants and adults in Experiment II.
In Experiment I, the stimuli were designed to provide
a fixed mean luminance and chromaticity for all con-
trast ratios. The mean scotopic to photopic luminance
ratio was about 4:1, and was the same for adults and
infants. In Experiment II, as discussed above, the mean
photopic and scotopic luminances and the chromaticity
of the stimuli varied with variations in the amplitude
ratio. Moreover, because of the difference in steepness
of their psychometric functions, infants and adults were
tested with different sets of amplitude ratios (see abscis-
sae in Fig. 2 vs. Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 vs. Fig. 7). These
stimulus variations produced small variations in mean
luminance and chromaticity between infants and adults.
In consequence, in Experiment II the mean scotopic to
photopic luminance ratios were about 3:1 for infants
and 1.75:1 for adults.
These variations of scotopic to photopic luminance
ratio probably produced small variations in the relative
adaptation states of the scotopic and photopic systems.
In particular, the low scotopic to photopic luminance
ratio in adults in Experiment II is expected to result in
a relatively high state of light adaptation in cones
relative to rods. Thus, these data should provide the
best isolation of rods, and be close to the null values
predicted from V %(l). In contrast, the higher scotopic to
photopic luminance ratio of Experiment I is expected to
result in relatively less adaptation of cones relative to
rods. Thus, it should allow the most cone intrusion,
and be below V %(l). Infants in Experiment II have an
intermediate scotopic to photopic luminance ratio, and
are expected to fall between these other two conditions.
Just this pattern is found in the data. Thus, the pattern
of scotopic asymptotes in consistent with the expected
variations in relative adaptational states of the scotopic
and photopic systems.
6.2. The adult scotopic to photopic transition: motion
photometry compared with other techniques
The version of motion photometry used in the
present experiments yields a scotopic to photopic tran-
sition zone that covers about 3 log units, from about
2 to about 1 log cd m2 in both infants and adults.
This transition zone is similar to that seen by Vienot
and Chiron (1992). Interestingly, the steepness of the
transition pattern resulting from motion nulling falls
between the gradual transition seen with direct bright-
ness matching and the sharp transition seen with flicker
photometry. In fact, the transition seen with motion
photometry is closer to that observed with direct
brightness matching than to that observed with flicker
photometry.
We also compared the present results with the results
obtained by Ikeda and Shimozono (1981) with 10°
heterochromatic brightness matching techniques. Ikeda
and Shimozono measured brightness matches for
monochromatic lights throughout the spectrum, at each
of a series of luminances between 2 and 2 log Td.
They used a formula that linearly combines the
weighted log sensitivity of scotopic and photopic lumi-
nous efficiency functions to fit the whole set of mesopic
functions. They found that the weights for scotopic and
photopic inputs gradually trade off as the retinal illumi-
nance increases (1981, Fig. 3, p. 282). We adopted
Ikeda and Shimozono’s model to compute the adapting
coefficients for rods and cones in our Experiment I. The
scotopic versus photopic coefficients for our data were
similar to those of Ikeda and Shimozono. This analysis
provides another example of the similarity between our
transition functions measured with motion photometry
and those seen by others using brightness matching.
This result raises an interesting puzzle in that we
initially expected motion photometry to give results
that were more similar to flicker photometry than to
brightness matching. We expected this outcome because
flicker and motion photometry have several similarities
at photopic levels — both use temporally modulated
stimuli, yield V(l)-like foveal photopic spectral effi-
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ciency functions, and exhibit additivity (Lennie et al.,
1993).
The stimuli used in the present study are large
moving fields with low spatial frequency (0.25 cyc
deg1) and medium temporal frequency (5.6 Hz),
chosen to provide favorable spatiotemporal conditions
for infants. A quite gradual scotopic to photopic
transition is seen under these conditions. However, it
may not be appropriate to assert that motion
photometry always gives a gradual scotopic to
photopic transition, as only one combination of spa-
tiotemporal parameters has been tested. It is possible
that a lower temporal frequency, more closely
matched to the stationary fields traditionally used in
brightness matching, would yield an even more
gradual transition function, whereas use of a higher
temporal frequency more typical of traditional
flicker photometry might yield an abrupt transition
function (cf. Ikeda & Shimozono, 1978 for a similar
argument at photopic levels). Further study of
mesopic photometry with variations of spatial and tem-
poral parameters will be needed to resolve this
question.
In general, small field flicker photometry and motion
photometry yield similar spectral efficiency curves at
photopic levels, and both correspond well to V(l).
However, the abrupt mesopic transition seen with
flicker photometry (Vienot & Chiron, 1992) and the
gradual transition seen here with motion pho-
tometry, taken together, suggest that flicker matches
and motion null values cannot agree at mesopic
levels. When attempting to use flicker or motion
photometry to set up isoluminance points in either
infants or adults, the uncertainties of mesopic
photometry along with the effects of spatiotemporal
parameters and chromatic adaptation must be kept in
mind.
Finally, it is sometimes suggested that spectral sensi-
tivity seen with self-report measures versus with OKN
response measures may depend upon different
kinds of luminance channels. In particular, eye-move-
ment based measures may depend on a subcortical
circuit, particularly in infant subjects. This conjecture
provokes two responses. First, earlier reports using
motion nulling have shown a remarkable agreement
between self-report and eye movement data taken at the
same time in the same adult subjects (e.g. Teller &
Lindsey, 1989; Teller et al., 1997). Second, as
shown here, there is also strong agreement between
infants and adults, even across these variations in re-
sponse measure. We conclude either that the two kinds
of techniques depend upon the same luminance mecha-
nism, or that the two different luminance mechanisms
on which they depend are extremely similar to each
other in their balances of rod, L-cone and M-cone
inputs.
6.3. The infant scotopic to photopic transition: the rod
dominance hypothesis
As formulated in Section 1, the generalized rod dom-
inance hypothesis is based on the argument that if cone
absolute thresholds are elevated in infants, there could
be a luminance range that is mesopic for adults but still
scotopic for infants. In the extreme, rod-initiated sig-
nals would be the only signals available to the infant in
this range, regardless of the stimulus parameters or the
task. In the context of photometry this hypothesis
predicts that the scotopic to photopic transition seen
with photometric techniques should occur at a higher
luminance level in infants than in adults. However, in
the present experiment, the infant transition curve is
highly similar to the adult curve. When the motion
nulling paradigm is used, infants’ cone-initiated signals
apparently begin to be effective at the same level at
which adults’ do, and they apparently combine with
rod-initiated signals similarly in infants and adults
throughout the whole scotopic to photopic transition
zone. Thus, the present data reject this version of the
rod dominance hypothesis.
6.3.1. Comparison to the results of Cla6adetscher et al.
(1988)
The original impetus for the rod dominance hypothe-
sis arose from the combination of two findings in the
study by Clavadetscher et al. (1988). First, infants failed
to make chromatic discriminations that adults made
readily. And second, the spectral sensitivity functions
for infants (derived from performance minima) and
adults (derived from heterochromatic brightness match-
ing) both followed V %(l) over the short- to mid-wave-
length spectral range. The results of Clavadetscher et al.
were modeled by assuming that over the short- to
mid-wavelength range under their conditions, infants
rely entirely on rod-initiated signals, presumably deliv-
ered through their luminance channel; and by inference
have no chromatic channel signals available for use
under the conditions tested. Adults, on the other hand,
have both rod-initiated signals (presumably through a
luminance channel) and chromatic signals (presumably
through one or more chromatic channels); and use their
luminance channel to make brightness matches and
their chromatic channels to make chromatic
discriminations.
There remains an apparent discrepancy between the
spectral efficiency curves found by Clavadetscher et al.
(1988) and the present study. Clavadetscher et al. used
a luminance of about 0.2 log cd m2, and found a
spectral sensitivity function dominated by rods over the
short- to mid-spectral range, but with clear cone influ-
ences at longer wavelengths. At the same luminance
level, we find that motion null values indicate a spectral
sensitivity function influenced by both rods and cones,
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but clearly weighted toward cones (see Fig. 8). There
are many differences in stimulus parameters and tech-
niques between the two studies. The four most obvious
candidate explanations are the ages of the infants, the
state of chromatic adaptation, the wavelength composi-
tions of the stimuli, and the response measure.
6.3.2. Age
Clavadetscher et al. tested 3- and 7-week-olds,
whereas 3-month-olds were tested in the present study.
We do not think the age difference is critical to the
predictions of the rod dominance hypothesis, because
absolute cone thresholds (like other thresholds in in-
fants) probably remain elevated throughout early in-
fancy. Thus, the rod dominance prediction should still
hold, although perhaps over a smaller luminance range
at 3 months than at 3 weeks of age.
To check the effects of age, we did a pilot study
(N2) to see whether or not motion nulling reveals
rod dominance in younger infants. We picked one
mesopic light level (0.15 log cd m2) and measured
each infant’s null values longitudinally every other
week from 4 to 10 or 12 weeks postnatal. If rod
dominance held at 4 but not at 10 or 12 weeks, each
infant’s null values should shift away from the scotopic
match and toward the photopic match over this time
period. In fact, the infants’ null values were similar to
those of adults even at 4 weeks, and did not change
systematically between 4 and 10 or 12 weeks postnatal.
However, this pilot study is based on the data from
only two infants, and a larger sample would be required
for a definitive answer.
6.3.3. Differential adaptation
A more promising explanation lies in chromatic
adaptation; or more generally, the differential adapta-
tion of rod and cone systems in the two studies. In their
Experiment I, Clavadetscher et al. used test fields em-
bedded in a very large 547 nm surround, so their
subjects were adapted to 547 nm. The relative scotopic
to photopic luminances for 547 nm are similar to those
for our yellow primary, and probably produced more
light adaptation in photopic than in scotopic mecha-
nisms. The adaptation to 547 nm would favor detection
by rod-initiated signals in their experiment.
6.3.4. Wa6elength compositions of the stimuli
It also seems likely that the wavelength compositions
of the stimuli in the two experiments contribute to the
apparent discrepancy. Clavadetscher et al. used narrow-
band test stimuli, and found rod dominance over the
short- to mid-wavelength range, but strong cone influ-
ences for long-wavelength lights. Our blue grating com-
ponent is composed largely of short-wavelengths, but
our yellow grating component includes both middle
and long-wavelengths. Thus our composite stimulus
would be expected to activate both scotopic and pho-
topic systems, while Clavadetscher et al.’s narrowband
stimuli activate rods in one spectral region and cones in
another.
6.3.5. Response measure
Finally, it is possible that the eye movements used as
the response measure in infant motion nulling depend
upon a different channel than that which controls the
preferential looking behavior used by Clavadetscher et
al. In particular, it is possible that the performance
minima seen in Clavadetscher et al.’s infants are con-
trolled by a brightness rather than a luminance mecha-
nism. Direct tests of this hypothesis are in progress in
our laboratory.
6.4. Luminance 6ariations and their implications for
de6elopmental theory
Finally, we place our work in the context of earlier
studies of the effects of light level and light and dark
adaptation on infant visual function. Many of the
theoretical points we make have been made previously
by the authors of these earlier studies.
As discussed in Section 1, infants’ detection
thresholds and contrast thresholds are elevated, often
by a log unit or more, with respect to those of adults.
These threshold elevations are notoriously difficult to
interpret in terms of mechanisms, since threshold eleva-
tions (sensitivity losses) can in principle come about at
many different processing levels within the infant’s
visual system. The key to theoretical advances has been
to study the effects of other variables, in particular light
levels, on infant visual function.
6.4.1. Effects of light le6el
As the light level is increased, and the visual system
becomes increasingly light adapted, psychophysical
data from adult subjects show several landmark transi-
tions (Wyzecki & Stiles, 1982). For example, in adult
threshold versus intensity (t.v.i.) curves, scotopic
thresholds remain constant at very low background
levels, but begin to rise at a retinal illuminance of about
-2 log scot. Td (reviewed in Hansen & Fulton, 1993).
Similarly, the transition from the square root law to
Weber’s law occurs at about 2 log Td (reviewed in
Rasengane et al., submitted). And as a third example,
visual acuity increases with light level, but approaches
an asymptotic value at a retinal illuminance of about 2
log Td. (reviewed in Brown, Dobson, & Maier, 1987).
Two common theoretical perspectives make different
predictions concerning the light level at which these
adaptational landmarks will occur in infant subjects.
The dark glasses hypothesis (MacLeod, 1978) predicts
that if the infant’s threshold is shifted upward, the
whole t.v.i. curve should also be shifted rightward by an
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equal amount. It also predicts that infants’ thresholds
should reach the same values as adult thresholds if the
light level is increased appropriately. The theoretical
mechanism that most readily produces dark glasses
behavior is a reduction in quantum catch by the pho-
toreceptors, since a quantum catch reduction would
necessarily reduce the effective light level equally from
both the test field and the background (adapting) field.
At the opposite extreme lies the 6ertical shift hypoth-
esis. Perhaps the infant’s t.v.i. and acuity versus inten-
sity curves will have the same x-axis location as those
of adults (no horizontal shift along the luminance axis),
and simply be shifted vertically toward higher
thresholds or lower acuities. At the theoretical level,
vertical shifts in the absence of horizontal shifts cannot
be explained by a reduced quantum catch.
Studies of the effects of light level on infant visual
function have generally been consistent with the vertical
shift rather than the dark glasses prediction. Infant
scotopic t.v.i. curves are shifted upward, but maintain
nearly the same critical illuminance as those of adults
(reviewed by Hansen & Fulton, 1993, but cf. Hood,
1988); and at photopic light levels, the transition to
Weber’s law occurs at nearly the same retinal illumi-
nance at both ages (Rasengane et al., submitted). More-
over, the transition to asymptotic acuity occurs at
similar or identical light levels in infants and adults
(Brown et al., 1987). These data militate against the
dark glasses hypothesis. Although many more complex
alternatives are possible, vertical shifts are most parsi-
moniously explained if all early retinal processes, in-
cluding quantum catches, receptoral processes, and
light and dark adaptation processes, are functionally
mature in infants; with the sensitivity losses being
caused by attenuation of test field signals later in visual
processing.
6.4.2. Summation of signals in the luminance channel
This line of argument can be extended to the case of
photometry. Beyond the photoreceptors, the signals
from different photoreceptor types are recombined to
create the postreceptoral channels. One of these is the
putative luminance channel, which in light adapted
foveal vision is taken to sum inputs from L and M
cones, with a particular balance (or relative weighting)
between the two. Outside the fovea, rod signals also
contribute to the luminance signal. The combined sig-
nal from L cones, M cones and rods is taken to provide
the luminance mechanism revealed by photometric
techniques such as flicker and motion photometry; and
the changing weightings among L-, M- and rod-ini-
tiated signals is taken to determine the photometric
matches at the different light levels.
Earlier studies, carried out at low photopic or high
mesopic levels, have shown that the photometric
matches of infants and adults are similar (Teller &
Lindsey, 1989; Bieber et al., 1995). These earlier data
suggest that at these light levels, the balance of inputs
to the luminance channel from L cones, M cones, and
rods is similar or identical in infants and adults. In the
present paper, the motion nulling paradigm is extended
to encompass wide variations of light level. We find
that for both infants and adults, motion null values
vary with light level, agreeing with V10(l) at high light
levels and V %(l) at low light levels. Moreover, the
transition curve relating motion null values to light
level is highly similar or identical in infants and adults.
In terms of mechanisms, this result suggests that the
balance among L-, M- and rod-initiated signals in the
luminance channel at each light le6el — that is, at each
state of light adaptation — is the same for the two age
groups.
These data thus place a strong constraint on models
of early retinal development: the motion nulls predicted
by the model must be the same at both ages, across the
entire range of light adaptation levels from scotopic to
photopic vision. The most parsimonious model would
be that all of the early retinal processes — all of the
processes prior to the site at which rods and cones
summate into the luminance channel — are mature (or
nearly so) in infants. However, other models that posit
various combinations of canceling immaturities would
also remain viable, as long as they leave the balance of
rod- and cone-initiated signals in the luminance channel
unchanged with age at each light level.
Light and dark adaptation are believed to take place
within the retina, with much of the process being
accomplished by the photoreceptors and the synaptic
structures among photoreceptors, horizontal cells, and
bipolars in the outer plexiform layer. The earlier litera-
ture showing a similarity of transition points in t.v.i.
curves and acuity versus luminance curves between
infants and adults suggested a probable maturity of
photoreceptoral and adaptational mechanisms in pe-
ripheral retina. The present data extend this argument
to include the mechanisms that create the peripheral
luminance channel.
6.5. Summary
In summary, the present study presents two findings.
First, under our conditions, the scotopic to photopic
transition zone measured with motion photometry falls
in between the abrupt transition seen with flicker pho-
tometry and the gradual transition seen with hete-
rochromatic brightness matching, and appears to be
closer to the latter. However, broader parametric stud-
ies of motion photometry will be required to establish
this relationship with certainty.
Second, the scotopic to photopic transition is highly
similar in infants and adults. This result rejects the rod
dominance hypothesis as a model for the combination
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of rod- and cone-initiated signals into the luminance
channel. The maintained balance between rod- and
cone-initiated signals across variations of adaptation
level suggests that these signals are combined prior to
any differential attenuation of either signal within the
infant’s visual system. We suggest that the rod domi-
nance hypothesis be replaced with an appreciation of
the remarkable maturity of the balance between rod-
and cone-iniated signals within the infant’s visual
system.
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